Our Man CryptoBlood and Uncle Clif
Oct 17 2017
——————————————————————————————
(1) Which ERC20 tokens are going to be bigger than ETH itself?
——————————————————————————————
Re the shorter-term data sets….
- We have VERI tokens as getting its legs under it (see below)
- We have PPT token showing in 2018 as moving rapidly as their business moves into
production
Additionally, just on price per token, we have:
- OMG
- TenX
- PLR
All 3 of these above are pushing at ETH prices
Other sets including EOS do well from June onwards (risk here as there are unknowns
cropping up in April 2018 re EOS)
Long term data sets have forecasts of many tokens (like over 100 tokens) moving faster
than ETH and potentially going higher than ETH
———————————————————————————————
(2) OMG - Still see big price appreciation at EO 2017 and into 2018?
———————————————————————————————
- Yes, data sets have a winter of much thrashing around in the fiat currencies sphere
that will bring prominence to the OMG gateway services
- There are data sets for ‘expansion’ into many new Asian markets as a primary
payment gateway
- The expansion language encompasses both ‘into new markets’ and ‘within existing
markets’
- OMG should progress well from early Dec 2017 onward, although the majority of
language is being forecast for late January thru March 2018
—————————————————————————————
3. VERI - Any change in timeline on VERI or Clif’s interpretation
on data mentioned re: VERI in last BNW?
—————————————————————————————
- VERI is quite interesting

- It is behaving exactly as forecast waaaay back in the 1H of 2017
- The data had forecast a very large rise (very rapidly)…. And that appeared
- Then that would be followed by first leveling…. And then a precipitous drop
- These sets were / are accurate (thus far) and this has manifested
- This period of the drop will last thru to the EO Oct 2017, at which time VERI is forecast
to join the upward pressures that will be part of the larger alt-coin universe
- However, the rising of the VERI prices in USD will be tepid / trailing until early in 2018
- At that point in our data sets, there are a confluence of forces creating a unique
opportunity for VERI
- Data shows in 1st part of 2018 that ChinaPop’s officialdom will make some large
advances in cryptocurrencies, and the Western world, including USA, will be in a ‘panic’
‘reaction mode’
- It is at this point that USA or Western officialdom will decide it needs VERI
- This is also coincident with many of the 2017 efforts for VERI moving into production
- These are among a group of temporal markers for a ‘VERI push’ into new markets that
is forecast to last thru to at least the EO 2019
- The data shows the ‘sudden clamor’ and ‘laudatory language’ from officialdom as part
of the pressures that are forecast to propel VERI up in a rapid chase against rising ETH
prices

